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Statistics

● Age: 49

● Sex: Female

● Occupation: Sari-Sari store; Copra (old coconuts) producer for coconut oil

● Loan cycle: 5

● Application available y/n: No

● Spouse: Name unknown

● One son, age 11

Story

In 2004, an electrical fire broke out in the sari-sari store adjacent to Antonieta Castillon’s in the

Calape Public Market. All of her products burned down along with her store. Though Antonieta

did not yet have any children at this point, her father had recently been hospitalized and was

counting on her to help with the funding of his dialysis treatment. She first sold the pigs that she



had been raising for meat vending, but it was not enough. Her husband, a barangay

(neighborhood) official at the time, made her aware of the microfinance loans available to

members of the Bohol Multi-Purpose Cooperative. It was then that she decided to become a

co-op member. Because of the immediacy of her father’s situation, the first loan that she

availed went towards his hospital bills. Her mother suffered from a stroke shortly after the

second loan cycle began, which led to the second and third loans being used for the expenses of

hospitalization as well. With her fourth and fifth loans, she was finally able to use the infusion of

capital to begin rebuilding her store.

The money from the loans was crucial to the continuation of Antonieta’s sari-sari store. She had

inherited the store from her mother-in-law, and while she can afford the 350 PHP payment each

month, she would not have been able to afford the initial downpayment of 100,000 PHP for a

new stall in the market.

Antonieta’s sari-sari store is one of many in the Calape Public Market. Because she has

continued to provide the same quality of products and services that her mother-in-law did, she

has maintained a loyal customer base. This has been augmented by her ability to consistently

provide best-selling products; not only rice, but also basic consumer goods like soaps, shampoo,

detergents, sugar, salt, and baby products such as diapers. Furthermore, she has distinguished

herself from her competitors by offering just-below-market prices for these goods.



To make ends meet, Antonieta collects “copra”, or old coconuts, from the trees on her property.

Every three months, she is able to sell them to a single buyer for 12 PHP per kilo. Because of the

plummeting prices of palm oil, however, this price is half of what it was four years past, at 25

PHP per kilo.

A key part of taking her business to the next level, she says, would be making wholesale rice and

selling it sack-by-sack. For Antonieta, expansion of her store means diversifying her products.

Given that another stall would require a 100,000 PHP downpayment, expanding to a larger

place is not economically viable nor sustainable for sari-sari store owners like Antonieta.

At the same time, Antonieta currently feels like these dreams are out of reach, as she is the only

provider of income in her household. “At this moment, I don’t have any plan yet because my

attention is for my family,” she states. “My husband’s health. I hope he will find encouragement

for his life even though he’s got only one eye.” Until her husband gets back on his feet and her

son completes his schooling, any profits that could be used for expanding or improving her

business will be allocated to meeting the needs of her family.

If a business training were offered to her, she indicated that she would find a way to attend

because she feels the knowledge to be gained would be very valuable to her and her business.

Similarly, in addition to the insurance offered in the case of fires and other calamities, it appears

that her family would greatly benefit from having medical coverage. Still, even if additional

services were provided by the co-op, she is not sure that she or her family members would be

able to avail them. Because of his extreme depression, he does not want to accept additional

help. Despite these “trials and tribulations”, as Antonieta says, she remains hopeful for the

future of her and her family.




